
  

Texas During the Confederate Period 
How Mail Was Handled 1861-1865  

 

 
 

By January 1861 the citizens of Texas had become accustomed to more than 15 years in the United 
States (US) postal system, with its stability, consistency and ease of use.  There were over 750 
operating post offices in the state, stamps were plentiful and patrons could even purchase pre-stamped 
embossed envelopes.  While not immediate, that began to change on 1 February 1861.  Despite the 
initial patriotic euphoria of secession, by 1 June 1861 the US had severed postal relations with the 
Confederate States of America (CSA) and the postal matters in Texas began to slowly deteriorate.  
Postmasters and citizens had to adapt to hardship and an ever-changing system …“to get the mail 
through.”  
 

This exhibit presents four different categories and displays the many ways mail was handled in Trans-
Mississippi Confederate Texas…by post offices, postmasters, postal patrons, soldiers and government 
officials.  
 

US Postal System – Shown are examples of how postal patrons, Texas post offices and postmasters 
co-existed with the US postal system between 1 February and 31 May 1861. A “first day cover” mailed 
on the day the Texas Secession Convention voted to secede from the Union, a cover mailed on the day 
Texas joined the CSA and a “last day” of US postal relations with a SOUTHN. LETTER UNPAID 
marking are displayed.  Included are uses of the 3c Nesbitt, Star Die stamped envelopes and covers 
franked with US 3c adhesives. 
 

CSA Postal System – Confederate postage stamps were not available when the US severed postal 
relations with the Southern states.  It was a complicated time and postmasters became very creative, 
from necessity, in dealing with the evolving situation. Examples of invalid US adhesives used in Texas 
and mail sent through the US system after the severance of relations are shown. Types of Texas 
postmarks, provisional adhesives and handstamps used during this early period are all displayed.  
Eventually CSA-produced adhesive stamps arrived in Texas and examples of the issues and their uses 
are also shown.  
 

1863-1865 Dealing with Adversity – Between 1862 and 1863 the mood of Texas citizens transformed 
from optimism to one of increasing anxiety.  From patriotic envelopes to adversity covers and special 
circuitous mail routes...the impact on the postal patron was extreme.  Shown are examples of that 
change through various forms of adversity, wallpaper, turned and reused covers.  Examples of special 
mail routes are displayed highlighted by Government Express, Blockade-Run, Trans-Rio Grande and 
Flag-of-Truce covers. 
 

Military, Government and Departmental Uses – Shown are examples of how government and 
military personnel…both officers and soldiers…handled their correspondence during the course of the 
conflict.
 

Surrender of US General Twiggs to Texan Troops in San Antonio 
16 February 1861 




























































































































































